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© Aaron Spills 1998-2020 Welcome to Paint4models.com, home of the Ultimate Model Paint Conversion Chart - the premiere of the online paint model reference site created in 2006. Many fashion designers have their favorite paint ranges they would like to use on their models, but rarely do kit makers
include these links implicitly. Now you can, in real time, see direct comparisons between more than 25 different standards and ranges. For example, Airfix kit instructions use Humbrol links to get paint information, but you want to use Testors Model Master in your kit. No problem, just click to select
Humbrol and testers and you did. Wanting it sorted by the Testors color number - no problem just clicking on the name of the Testors column. Built-in swatch color: Many colors have RGB approximations available, click on the string to see the swatch color where possible. FS595 (Federal Standard
595a/b/c) - Now superceded AMS595. Commonly used by the U.S. Air Force /U.S. Navy Etc RAL (Reichs-Ausschuss Fuir Lieferbedingungen) - Definition of color tones from Germany from 1927 RLM (Reichsleftfart Ministerium) - German Ministry of Aviation Paint designation 1933-1945 BS381c (British
standard 381c) - Used by RAF / Royal Navy, etc. Tamia, Vallejo, Testers Model Master, White Ensign, Color of Life, Gunze Aqueous, Mr. Color, XtraColor / Crylix, Revell, Airfix, Heller, Polly Scale, Pactra, Andrea Color, Citadel of Colors and more... Soon there will be bands such as Hataka, AK
Interactive, Italeri, Ammo Mig Jimenez, Army Artist. Check out the news page for the latest updates. If you consider this a valuable resource for your hobby, please consider making a donation to support this site. While every effort is made to ensure the most accurate color matching is possible we cannot
be held responsible for any inconsistencies that may arise. Your use of this website and data confirms this. All conversions should only be seen as approximations, all monitors are different, calibrated monitors will be more accurate, but there is no guarantee that the correctness of RGB swatches. As an
Amazon Associate, I make money on qualifying purchases. Online Fashion Designer : Features : Armor RSS News Feed Eric Christianson Academy Summary recently offered a nice update to its venerable Merkava main battle tank line; this time Merkava Mk. IID, with its distinctive flat bottom side armor.
In a market awash with Merkava kits, I believe it is the only one containing this feature. The academy is making a real effort to keep parts of the countdown while still providing stunning details and engineering. Merkava IID sports many of the features of higher-end manufacturers, but offers them by lower
price, which represents one of the best values on the market. The Merkava (Chariot) is the main battle tank used by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). Development began in 1973 and became the official official in 1978. To date, four main variants of the tank have been deployed. Merkava was first widely
used during the 1982 Lebanon War. The name Merkava was derived from the original name of the IDF development program. Merkava's design criteria included rapid repair of combat damage, survivability, profitability and off-road characteristics. The assembly of the tower is located closer to the rear
than in most major battle tanks, following the model of modern self-propelled howitzers. With the engine in front, this layout is designed to provide additional protection against frontal attack, especially for personnel in the main hull such as the driver. It also creates more space in the rear of the tank,
allowing you to increase storage capacity and rear entrance to the main crew compartment, making it easy to access under enemy fire. This allows the tank to be used as a platform for medical disembarkation, an advanced command and control station and an infantry fighting vehicle. The rear entrance
has cot-style doors that protect overheads when loading cargo and personnel. Although originally scheduled to retire in 2010, production soon resumed on the Merkava line in 2013 with ever-improving options. Merkava Mark I and II were armed with a 105 mm M68 cannon. The Mark III and Mark IIID are
armed with a 120 mm IMI smooth-looking cannon that can fire all versions of the western 120 mm smooth-inch tank munitions. Each Merkava model has two roofs installed 7.62 mm machine guns for use by the commander and loader, and the other is installed in conjunction with the main gun. The 60
mm mortar is also installed to fire smoke bombs or suppress dug-out infantry anti-tank groups. The Mark IID moves away from earlier models in that it sports modular composite armor on the chassis and tower, allowing for the rapid replacement of damaged armor. The contents of the box include: the
main upper and lower enclosures, packed separately. 8 litas in soft, light tanning plastic, packed separately. 1 poly-cap lyst for wheels 2 runs a flexible rubber track 1 piece of twisted thread to use as tug-cables. 1 small sheet of decals marked for two vehicles 1 12-page black-and-white sheet instructions
with 16 steps, including 2-tone color, 4-type sticker placement and paint guide sheet kit comes with two schemes presented using black and white four-kind drawings and a small (but perfectly recorded) sheet of distinctive marks printed in Korea. Both color schemes represent unidentified vehicles.
Instructions and things to consider before starting instructions are divided into two sections. Section 1 contains steps from 1 to 14, Section 2 contains the last two steps, a map of parts and paint/sticker tips. I found no errors or omissions in the instructions. Paint callouts include Humbrol Enamel, GSI
Creos acrylic, Mr. GSI Luck, color of life, tester / model Master of Acrylic and enamel, Revell acrylic and enamel, and Vallejo Model colors and models Aire. -IID is a fairly simple build. The Academy thoughtfully broke the assembly into only three parts; Upper hull/side armor, tower, and finally the lower
chassis. This is almost the opposite of how most armor kits are assembled. The upper deck and side armor are built as one piece that will be dropped onto the lower chassis as a final step, thus allowing full access to the track and wheels right up until the end of the assembly. Smart. Build the upper body

and side armor the upper case comes as one piece, with side armor attached to each side. The driver's hatch can be modeled open or closed (although interior details are not provided) and so the armor can cover over the front directional lights. The Academy provides two options for side armor: the
classic Merkava cot-style armor, which is a distinctive type, and the new flat-bottomed armor, which is new in this kit. Both variants are connected to the upper body through five pieces of solid equipment on each side. When the case is finished, and the side armor is a single, sturdy assembly, which can
be painted and weathered by itself. Turret Merkava towers have always been a lively affair. The main gun mantle is trapped between the top and bottom halves of the tower, which come together in the first step. While two hatches can be left open, no interior tower is provided. The outstanding rear vanity
combines into three strong parts and literally clicks on the back of the tower. A few additional parts are provided so a little forward research in order to decide which particular version you want to represent. The main barrel of the gun comes in six parts, with the main tube divided into two side-by-side
halves requiring some seam cleaning. The hollowed out, open end of the trunk is a separate part. Later, The Merkava models featured hanging weights on the back of the tower trap to defeat incoming projectiles such as rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs). The academy, fortunately, decided to present
them as solid moldings, seven in total. They are very delicate and break easily, so I suggest you do what I didn't and wait to attach them just before painting. All Merkavas sport three separate machine guns and they are well represented in the kit. I had problems with the right-board weapon design (b),
one with a night sphere. Parts of H14, H15 and H21 didn't seem to want to come together around the gun; The design here, in my opinion, is lacking. Towing cables The only significant problem I had was with tow cables. The academy continues to use twisted thread to tow cables that must fit into the
relatively small ends of the cable, the design solution, continues to elude me. The thread invariably wears out, and even if covered with super glue it's just too too to match where it should go. I decided to replace the cables with twisted wire attached to the tower using six hooks, which are among the
unused pieces in the kit. The lower hull The last five stages of the instructions combine the lower body and the chassis. I had no problems with the assembly, except for the two big vanities surrounding the hatch at the back. These are uncomfortable cases that have taken some persuasion to stay together
and mount on a vehicle symmetrically; I'm not sure my attempt will win any awards. I suggest you use slow cement drying and go slow, with lots of links. In addition, the fit parts, and especially the chassis, was excellent. The academy provides two options for twelve main wheels, ostensibly to assist in
painting, as one option has separate tires. Since you have to draw a thin outer line on each wheel anyway, I'm not sure this option is as useful as it sounds. However, with poly cover inserts and full access, the Academy thoughtfully provides all the running options any fashion designer will need,
depending on their own preferences. The track black, rubber band-like vinyl track in this kit is still pretty old school, given the state of the market today. While you can follow directions and melt tabs on one side in the holes, on the other with a hot screwdriver, I have never found results from using this
procedure strong enough to stick together when the track is stretched on wheels. Luckily, the side skirts cover up the three staples I used to connect the ends! I was able to use distillate products on this track, but they take a while to dry. I'm primeping the track using Rustoleum (rattlecan) flat black enamel
paint and then dust Rustoleum (rattlecan) beige enamel. Once these coats have dried, I brushed onto a thin layer of AK Interactive track to wash straight out of the bottle. When it (finally) dried up, I worked several layers of Mig Pigments into nooks and crannies using Gulf War sand, concrete, light dust,
dry mud, European dust and Russian Earth. After all, with a little makeup these floppy disks, the vinyl tracks look just fine. Painting and finish I already have completed Merkava in a light, greenish desert scheme, so I thought I'd go full desert yellow with this build. I used the Vallejo Model Air Paint in
everything except the primer and pre-shadow coats. I have come to really like the airbrushing of this paint in terms of health and I appreciate the amazing variety of finished colors available locally. Primer and pre-shadow I started by applying the Coat Aerosol Crylon Flat Black Lacquer Paint / Primer for
my dark, / Pretention coat. Surprisingly, this inexpensive solution is sprayed on easily and dries very thin and level, replacing the laborious task for which I usually use airbrush and more expensive paint. I use a dark primer coat to give and PE some grip, and fill the recesses, creating a shade effect near
the flat edges of the surface, and add depth to the subsequent coats in the future. After the primer was degassed, I taped off the bottom skirt areas and wings to keep the full black color. The camouflage I followed the pre-shadow coat with the Vallejo 73,614 IDF Israeli Sand-Grey Surface Primer. After this
was installed within minutes I put the light post-shadow coat of Vallejo 73,613 Desert Tan Surface Primer. These primers work just like paint, and they're a heck of a bargain in the amount they come in, given the cost of a standard sized paint bottle. Luggage For luggage around the tower I used a 50/50
blend of Vallejo 73,614 IDF Israeli Sand Grey Surface Primer and Vallejo 71,027 Model Air Light Brown. I wanted this part to jump out of the monochrome sandy-gray background a little bit. Curiously, the Academy has not provided any different accoutrements in the kit, something they have a good
reputation for doing in many other armor kits. Everything extra is on this assembly from my bin spare parts. The distinctive marks and photo etch painting has been finished, so I hand-brushed the future on the surface of areas that will receive decals with the coat of the future floor floor to give the decals a
smooth surface to slide on. Once the future was dry I went applied the decals using red and blue MicroSol and MicroSet products without any problems. Once the decals were dry, I airbrushed the same areas with the future to seal the decals then knocked down the shiny area using Vallejo 70.520 Flat
varnish to bring everything back to the apartment to apply filters and pigments. The academy included a thick pe sheet made from what feels like thin steel; it was very hard to cut and sand. I managed to use the grid grille of the engine, but discarded the rest. I followed up with several filter applications
using Old Holland Warm Sepia Oil, thinned with Mona Lisa thinner, and Mig Black Filter on engine exhaust. Once everything was dry, I applied pigments to relieve areas affected by intense desert sun using Mig Light Dust and concrete pigments. The conclusion of This Merkava was a lot of fun to build.
Low-stake parts, design pieces representing hanging weights around the tower rear, a very small PE sheet, design and fit of the lower chassis and wheels are all added up to a really enjoyable experience. The ability to drop the upper body/side skirt down above the lower body at the very end of the
assembly allowed full access to the area rarely offered in the model kit. The perfect kit would include styling gear for tower fuss and a better track environment, but this kit might cost more, Also. I think you'll get in The box is a good compromise, and of great value. I can recommend this kit for all levels of
the builders model. If you go slow and follow the sentences above, you should be able to have a lot of fun kit building. I would like to thank the Academy of Models and Stevens International for providing this kit for review, and Internet Fashion Designer for giving me the opportunity to build it. This is.
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